ABSTRACT

Since the introduction of the effective width concept for the estimation of the linear heat density, it has been frequently used by researchers to calculate district heating distribution grid costs in pre-feasibility phases. Some researchers, however, still prefer using a detailed modelling approach to get reliable results. This paper aims to highlight the advantages, disadvantages, and challenges of using the effective width concept to calculate district heating distribution grid costs compared to a detailed, optimisation-based modelling approach such as DHMIN. The outcomes of this paper reveal that although there are differences in obtained indicators such as trench length or distribution grid costs, both approaches deliver very similar patterns in different areas with various heat demand densities and plot ratios. Furthermore, it was revealed that for getting reliable results for a given case study, the input parameters and cost components should always be tuned to that case study regardless of the approach used.

1. Introduction

The linear heat density is a decisive parameter in the economic viability of implementing a district heating (DH) system. The concept of effective width was first introduced by Urban Persson and Sven Werner [1] in order to estimate the linear heat densities based on demographic data. Effective width refers to the ratio of a given land area to the length of the DH trench within that area. In contrast to the previous empirical approaches, where the calculation of the trench length and linear heat density was only possible after implementing the DH pipelines, the effective width concept allows for the estimation of future linear heat densities in areas where no DH network exists.

The main advantages of the approach are ease of use and low data intensity. The required data by the approach are heat demand densities and plot ratio \( (e) \), both of which are today publicly available, especially for EU countries; e.g. from the Hotmaps project for EU 27 countries [2] or from heat atlases on a national level such as Danish Heat Atlas [3] or Austrian Heat Map [4]. Furthermore, municipalities across the EU are gradually getting motivated to make a self-commitment to take climate protection steps. As a result, heating and cooling planning is practised more frequently across the EU on a municipal level, in many cases leading to further data availability.

The heating and cooling planning practice is also supported strongly in the recent European Commission’s proposal for a revised Energy Efficiency Directive, encouraging municipalities to elaborate heating and cooling plans [5]. Considering the fact that district heating and cooling (DHC) is one of the main infrastructures allowing decarbonisation of the heating sector, there is no surprise that the concept of the effective width is
being applied extensively for the economic assessment of DH network investments in pre-feasibility stages.

Nielsen and Möller used the effective width concept for estimating DH distribution grid costs in Denmark. The DH distribution grid costs were used together with heat production and transmission costs to obtain future DH potentials in Denmark [6]. In a similar work, Spirito et al. applied the effective width concept to estimate the DH distribution grid cost, which later on was used to calculate the potential diffusion of renewables-based DH for the case study of Milan. To identify most suitable DH areas, they used DBSCAN clustering algorithm [7].

Fallahnejad et al. proposed an approach based on the effective width concept for the identification of the potential DH areas [8]. In their GIS-based approach, areas with low heat demand densities were excluded. Then, coherent areas with average DH distribution grid costs that fall below a pre-defined level were considered potential DH areas. The distance of potential DH areas from the main heat source and imposed costs of heat transmission used as criteria for selecting the economical DH areas.

Heat distribution costs obtained from the effective width concept were further used in the Heat Roadmap Europe project – A Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation project [9]. In a paper published by the project, economic suitability for the DH is expressed as annualised network investment cost per unit of delivered heat. Accordingly, the concept of effective width and the definition of economic suitability was used to study DH distribution grid costs in EU countries [10]. Dénarié et al. introduced a relation between the effective width and the number of buildings in an area and used it to estimate the network length and heat distribution costs. The methodology was validated with existing DH grid data from the city of Milan [11].

Since the introduction of the effective width concept in 2010, the approach has been updated a few times. While the first version of the approach was based on 100 observations in Sweden, it was broadened to 1703 districts in 83 cities within Germany, France, Belgium and the Netherlands in the next elaboration of the approach in 2011 [12]. Furthermore, separate cost components for the inner-city areas, outer city areas and park areas were proposed. In 2019, the cost components were merged into one average function covering all three areas and pipe dimensions used in them. Additionally, it was revealed that plot ratio has the highest impact on effective width in sparsely built areas (ε<0.4). In contrast to low plot ratio areas, a constant effective width value of 60 m was considered for areas with higher plot ratios.

The efforts in improving the approach and achieving more accurate results for EU countries have been followed further in other studies and projects. The Horizon 2020 project sEEnegies [13], in one of its recent reports, suggested a formula for the calculation of the effective width of service pipes [14]. Furthermore, the formula of effective width for the DH distribution grid was updated. Besides the building data, DH data were obtained from Fjernvarme Fyn (Denmark’s 3rd largest DH company) for the city of Odense. The report also pays specific attention to the areas with low plot ratios as well as country-specific construction cost components. The overall approach was elaborated in detail in a research paper as well [15].

With regards to the DH networks and parallel to the effective width approach, another research stream deals with the detailed planning of DH networks using techno-economic optimisation models. Here, the researchers focus on detailed network dimensions, routes, costs and connection of heat sources to the consumers. The temperature is often assumed to be at a steady state, and fluid hydraulics are modelled in a simplified manner as these aspects are rather topics of simulation models. Detailed modelling approaches often focus on the impact of certain parameters, such as choice of supply technology, use of storage systems or supply temperature, on the network length, dimension and costs.

Dorfner and Hamacher developed a graph-based optimisation model to determine the structure and size of a large scale district heating network and applied it to the case study of Munich [16]. The results of the optimisation are presented in GIS layers. This model was used as a basis for developing the open-source model DHMIN [17].

Thermos – a Horizon 2020 project – developed an online, open-source software where distribution network and supply technologies are selected in a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model [18,19]. The tool is user-friendly and well-suited for local and district level studies at building level resolution. Although the application in larger areas is possible, it is bound to higher data processing and calculation time due to its online nature.

Marquant et al. introduced an approach for studying DH potential on a large-scale [20]. The approach divides a given case study into multiple districts according to the
result of a density-based clustering algorithm. The potential DH areas are determined in an optimisation model. Although the GIS aspects are included in the approach, the DH network is modelled and illustrated in Euclidean distances with estimated heat transfer capacity.

Roeder et al. studied the DH network size and dimension in the presence of thermal storages [21]. The strength of the study is the introduction of a well-structured open-source tool. Their study of 129 DH connected households showed that by using thermal storage systems, the heat losses and piping costs could be reduced up to 10% and 14%, respectively. However, the conclusion cannot be generalised as it is project-specific. The authors mentioned that the CPU time for the optimisation was ca. 1 hour. Given the low number of buildings in the case study, the CPU time may drastically increase if the model is applied to a larger case study.

Designing a DH network and supplying heat with industrial waste heat as a supply source is the focus of the study done by Lumbereras et al. in their recent publication [22]. The approach provides a preliminary economic assessment (private business point of view) of supplying existing buildings with low-temperature heat, in which network dimensions and routes are determined. The authors confirm the need for a backup system for the low-temperature heat supply and suggest using existing decentral heating systems in the buildings for this purpose. However, this aspect was not assessed from an economical point of view or the end-user perspective.

Both research streams on effective width and detailed network modelling have their own benefits and limitations. Despite all efforts made to improve the effective width approach, it is sometimes referred to as a generic approach obtained from a region with certain construction economics and without additional details relevant to other areas [23]. These types of arguments are, however, not supported with adequate analyses. In other words, the validation of the approaches is often done based on existing DH networks in case studies, which in general is a creditable approach for the validation, but not sufficient for comparing the results of an approach with another one. Therefore, it is unclear to which extent DH related indicators obtained by a detailed modelling approach differ from the effective width concept results.

This paper aims to fill this gap and highlight the advantages, disadvantages, and challenges of using the effective width approach to identify grid costs and lengths compared to a detailed modelling approach. Thus, the research questions of this paper are: (1) For a specific case study, to which extent do the results of the generic DH grid modelling approach based on the effective width concept comply with the results obtained from a detailed, optimisation-based model? (2) What are the advantages and disadvantages of both concepts?

This paper uses the DHMIN model as a detailed modelling approach [17]. Both approaches are applied to the case study of Brasov in Romania. The paper is organised as follows: in the next section, both approaches and the methodology used for their comparison are elaborated. Section three presents the case study and the input parameters used in each approach, followed by the presentation and comparison of results in section four. The paper is concluded in the conclusion section.

2. Method

This section explains the steps that should be taken to compare the two approaches. Firstly, potential DH areas are identified. These areas are relevant for the comparison of the two approaches. Results of both approaches depend directly or indirectly on heat demand densities and plot ratios. To understand the differences of results under various heat densities and plot ratios, the identified DH areas are broken into smaller sub-areas. Finally, the DHMIN model is run on all sub-areas.

2.1. Identification of potential district heating areas

The effective width concept is a generic approach. In other words, it can be applied to any region for calculating DH metrics such as linear heat density and distribution grid costs. This is true even for regions that are not suitable for implementing DH, e.g., due to very low heat demand densities. Therefore, for comparison of obtained results via the effective width concept with results obtained from the DHMIN model, it is essential to look at suitable areas for DH. In this paper, suitable areas for implementing DH are referred to as “potential DH areas” or “coherent areas”.

Here, a similar approach as proposed by Fallahnejad et al. [8] is followed to identify potential DH areas. They used a heat demand density map and a heated gross floor area density map (for obtaining plot ratios), both with one-hectare resolution as input data. The annual expansion of DH grids was modelled as an evolving market share over the investment period. Additionally, reductions in future heat demands, e.g., due to the thermal retrofitting of buildings, were modelled as an expected accumulated energy saving.
The procedure of calculating DH distribution grid costs in each hectare element of heat demand and heated gross floor area density maps are extracted from reference papers [8,10] and formulated in equations 1 to 10. It is assumed that DH market share and accumulated energy saving evolve uniformly in all hectare elements. Plot ratios are not changed through the study horizon. To estimate the effective width and subsequently distribution grid costs, however, we adapted the method to the modifications made by Persson et al. in 2019 [10]. Accordingly, the DH distribution grid costs are obtained for each hectare element of the input maps. Regarding Eq. 5, a pipe diameter of 0.02 m is applied uniformly for all hectare grid cells with linear heat densities of above zero and below 1.5 GJ/m [10].

For the identification of potential DH areas, two conditions should be fulfilled:

- The average distribution grid costs within a potential DH area should be below a pre-defined cost ceiling;
- The average annual heat demand within a potential DH area should be above a given threshold.

This condition is relevant for identifying the minimum size of DH grid system.

\[
\text{Effective width} = w = \frac{A_L}{L} = \left[ \frac{137.5 \cdot e + 5}{60} \right] \quad 0 < e \leq 0.4, \quad e > 0.4 \text{ (Eq. 1)}
\]

\[
\text{Linear Heat Density} = \frac{Q_T}{L} = e \cdot q \cdot w = q_T \cdot w \text{ [GJ/m]}
\]

\[
q = \frac{Q_T}{\text{GFA}} \text{ [GJ/(m²)]} \quad \text{ (Eq. 2)}
\]

\[
q_T = \frac{Q_T}{A_L} \text{ [GJ/(m²)]} \quad \text{ (Eq. 3)}
\]

\[
da = 0.0486 \cdot \ln \left( \frac{Q_T}{L} \right) + 0.0007 \text{ [m]} \quad \text{ (Eq. 4)}
\]

\[
D_{T+1} = D_T \cdot \sqrt{1 - S^t} \text{ [GJ]} \quad 0 \leq S \leq 1; \ t \in \{0,1,2,\ldots,m\} \quad \text{ (Eq. 5)}
\]

\[
Q_{T+1} = D_{T+1} \cdot \left[ MS_0 + t \cdot \frac{MS_m - MS_0}{m} \right] \text{ [GJ]} \quad \text{ (Eq. 6)}
\]

\[
I / L = C_1 + C_2 \cdot da \quad \text{[€/m]} \quad \text{ (Eq. 7)}
\]

\[
C_{d,T} = \frac{C_{1,T} + C_{2,T} \cdot da}{\sum_{t=0}^{m} \frac{Q_{T+1}}{(1+r)^t} + Q_{T+m} \cdot \sum_{t=m+1}^{n} \frac{1}{(1+r)^t}} / L \quad \text{[€/GJ]} \quad \text{ (Eq. 8)}
\]

\[
q_T = \text{District heating demand per unit of heated land area in year } T \text{ [GJ/m²]}
\]

\[
S = \text{Expected accumulated energy saving over the investment period [%]}
\]

\[
m = \text{Number of investment years [-]}
\]

\[
n = \text{Depreciation time [year]}
\]

\[
da = \text{Average pipe diameter [m]}
\]

\[
MS_t = \text{DH Market share within DH areas in } t^{th} \text{ year of investment [m]}
\]

\[
I = \text{Heat distribution investments [€]}
\]

\[
L = \text{Total trench length [m]}
\]

\[
Q_T / L = \text{Linear heat density [GJ/m]}
\]

\[
C_1 = \text{Construction costs constant [€/m], here 212 €/m}
\]

\[
C_2 = \text{Construction costs coefficient [€/m²], here 4464 €/m²}
\]

\[
C_d = \text{Annualized distribution grid cost per unit of delivered heat [€/GJ]}
\]

\[
r = \text{Interest rate}
\]

The input GIS layers, namely the heat demand density map and a heated gross floor area density map, have a resolution of 1 hectare. As a result, a potential DH area could be as small as one hectare. There is, however, no upper limit for the size of a coherent area. The above two conditions for identifying potential DH areas do not lead to uniform characteristics in terms of heat demand densities and plot ratios within cells of a coherent area. Therefore, to better understand the strengths, weaknesses, and differences of results of this approach with outputs of the DHMIN model, it is necessary to break coherent areas into smaller sub-areas.
2.2. Breaking coherent areas into sub-areas

A minimum peak load heat demand within each sub-area is set as a criterion to break coherent areas into sub-areas. This criterion assures that heat demands in sub-areas are not too low and also are compliant with the existing substation capacities in the market. In this work, a minimum peak load heat demand of 3.5 MW was set for each sub-area. For the determination of sub-areas, an optimisation-based clustering approach is used. The optimisation model is formulated so that no upper bound for the peak load heat demand is required.

A number of initial seeds within coherent areas are defined. For the calculations in the next step, seeds must be located on a street segment. Therefore, they may lay slightly outside coherent areas in some cases. The seeds represent substations, and their initial number should be large enough to fulfill the 3.5 MW criterion on minimum peak load heat demand. Furthermore, the initial seeds should be distributed across coherent areas (e.g., uniformly with a 200m radius) so that each cell within a coherent area could be allocated to one and only one seed. This is also important for maintaining the cohesion of sub-areas.

The objective function of the optimisation model is to minimise the distance of cells in a sub-area from their allocated seed, as shown in Eq. 11. To minimise the objective function, the model only maintains the most suitable seeds and allocates cells to a limited number of seeds. The mathematical formulation of the optimisation model is as follows:

$$\min_{c,s} \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{s=1}^{S} d_{s} \cdot b_{cs}$$

(Eq. 11)

Where:
- $c \in \{1,2,\ldots,C\}$ set of cells in a coherent area
- $s \in \{1,2,\ldots,S\}$ set of initial seeds

Two parameters are defined: $d_{s}$ shows the distance of cell $c$ from seed $s$; $P_{c}$ shows the peak demand in the cell $c$.

Two variables are defined: $b_{cs}$ which is a Boolean that allocates each cell to only one seed; seed $b_{s}$ which is a Boolean showing if the seed should be kept or should be omitted.

The constraints are as follows: one constraint to assure allocation of each cell to only one seed (Eq. 12); one constraint to keep seeds that have at least one allocation (Eq. 13); one constraint to maintain the minimum heat load demand of 3.5 MW in each cluster (Eq. 14).

$$\sum_{s=1}^{S} b_{cs} = 1$$

(Eq. 12)

$$\sum_{c=1}^{C} b_{cs} \geq seed \quad (Eq. 13)$$

$$\sum_{s=1}^{S} b_{cs} \cdot P_{c} \geq 3.5 \text{MW}$$

(Eq. 14)

Once the sub-areas are obtained, the heat demand, DH potential, trench length and specific distribution within sub-areas are calculated.

2.3. The DHMIN model

DHMIN is a mixed-integer linear programming model, which finds the maximum revenue trade-off for the extension and size of the DH network [17]. The main features of DHMIN are, among all, the capability to model peak loads (short duration) and typical loads (long duration), heat source availability (redundancy study), existing DH pipelines and to oblige pipe construction on a certain route, to find pipe dimensions and their corresponding heat losses.

In order to use DHMIN, it is necessary to have heat demand data on the building level. Building heat demands are allocated to their closest street segment. To comply with the obtained results from effective width approach, a connection rate as well as heat saving level are applied to the building heat demands across all street segments. Since the DHMIN model does not support an evolving market share for calculating levelized cost, the highest connection rate through the investment period is taken from the approach based on the effective width and used as an input to the DHMIN model. This implies higher heat delivery through the lifetime of the pipelines compared to the effective width approach.

The aggregated peak load demands on street edges are also fed into the model. It is assumed that the substation can supply the required heat in the sub-area. In contrast to the effective width approach, which solely was based on the demand side, the DHMIN model requires data on the supply side (e.g., heat sale price) as well to calculate the revenue. Fig. 1 depicts the input/output flow of the DHMIN model [17].

Fig. 2 illustrates the model input/outputs by an example. In this figure, the street segments are shown in turquoise. In the left figure, the heat loads are shown in red. Higher heat loads are depicted with thicker red lines. The substation is presented by a yellow triangle. The right-hand-side figure shows the optimal heat flow and
the extension of distribution grids. Based on the heat flow, suitable pipe dimensions and their associated costs can be calculated. More details on the DHMIN model are provided in the reference [17].

3. Case study

The district heating system in the city of Brasov initially was designed to supply steam to the industrial consumers and hot water to residential consumers. With the shutdown of industrial consumers in 1990, the DH system got away from its primary purpose and became ineffective due to oversized pipelines and high heat losses in the grid. The lack of coherent policy in reviving the DH system as well as the loss of customers, further deteriorated the situation for the DH system in Brasov. However, in recent years, the Local Council has established new actions toward increasing DH efficiency and, consequently, increasing welfare in Brasov.

This paper uses the policy recommendations for Brasov’s DH system provided by the progRESsHEAT project – a Horizon 2020 project for supporting the market uptake of existing and emerging renewable technologies [24]. The policy recommendations aim to
increase the DH system’s competitiveness in Brasov, given the local barriers and drivers for this technology. To compare the results obtained in this paper with the existing DH grid topology in Brasov [25], the boundary conditions defined in policy recommendations [26] should be considered. In this paper, however, we focus on comparing the results of two approaches, which were introduced in section 2.

Table 1 and Table 2 show the input parameters for each model, which are obtained from progRESsHEAT project. As it can be seen from the tables, each model requires a different set of input parameters. In the case of the DHMIN model, certain parameters can be provided by the user or can be calculated by the built-in functions in the model. In this paper, where possible, the built-in function is used. In addition to the input parameters, the input data used by each model are different as well. While the first approach requires only heat demand density map and plot ratio map, the DHMIN model requires shapefile of street segments (obtained from Open Street maps), heat load on each street segment (calculated based on building heat demand from prgRESsHEAT and peak load factor in Table 2), max pipeline capacity on each street segment (optional), location of heat source (was set according to the Section 2.2), etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investment Horizon</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>Period in which money flows into the expansion of DH networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH market share - Start</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Share of heat demand covered by DH in coherent areas at the start of the investment period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH market share - End</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Targeted share of heat demand covered by DH in coherent areas at the end of the investment period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulated energy savings (expected)</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Achievable heat saving level by following the policy recommendations at the end of the investment period compared to the start year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum annual heat demand in a potential DH area</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>GWh</td>
<td>The threshold from which an area can be considered as a potential DH area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid cost ceiling</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>€/MWh</td>
<td>The average DH grid cost within a potential DH area may not exceed this value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation period</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>For the DH network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interest rate</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investment Horizon</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>Period in which money flows into the expansion of DH networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat sale price</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>€/MWh</td>
<td>Wholesale heat sale price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect quota</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Representing buildings connected to the grid. Here, is considered as a share of heat demand of buildings along a street segment, which is covered by DH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe costs</td>
<td>built-in function of DHMIN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Identifies the cost of pipeline based on its length and dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal losses</td>
<td>built-in function of DHMIN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Identifies the heat losses along each pipe segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak load factor</td>
<td>0.000568</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Used to size pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source vertex capacity</td>
<td>equivalent to the demand in sub-area</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Heat load that can be covered by heat source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation period</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>For the DH network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interest rate</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While DH pipes are available in discrete nominal sizes, e.g., DN40 and DN50, DHMIN uses a simplified continuous function for the determination of pipe sizes and costs. DHMIN uses the piecewise linearization to keep the problem linear and solve the model with a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming approach.

4. Results

First of all, the potential DH areas were identified, as explained in section 2.1. The obtained coherent areas were divided into sub-areas following the steps in section 2.2. In total, 15 sub-areas were obtained. Fig. 3 shows the sub-areas and labels them based on the heat demand in each sub-area. The first three sub-areas belong to the city centre and have higher heat demands compared to the rest of the sub-areas.

The indicators for the first approach were calculated for each sub-area. The DHMIN model was run on each of the 15 sub-areas. Fig. 4 shows the distribution grid calculated by the DHMIN model in each sub-area. To compare obtained indicators from both approaches, three indicators are investigated.

Each sub-area is primarily characterised by its annual heat demand and DH potential. Based on the first approach, a DH potential in the magnitude of 62% of the total heat demand of the sub-area is achieved deterministically. However, DHMIN covers only the portion of 62% of the heat demand, for which the revenue is maximised. Fig. 5 shows the heat demand in each sub-area and the achievable DH share obtained from DHMIN. Except for sub-area 10, where only 51% market share was achieved, other sub-areas have market shares of close to 62%.

Trench length is an important parameter for the cost of distribution grids. Fig. 6 demonstrates the trench length obtained by both approaches and also shows their differences in percentage. In contrast to the DH potentials, there is a considerable difference between obtained values from both approaches. This difference is more significant in smaller sub-areas. One reason is that effective width is set to the constant value of 60m for areas with a plot ratio of greater than 0.4, which is basically an average number and might slightly deviate in reality. Another reason is that the DHMIN model uses street segments for estimating trench length, and they might be slightly longer than the required trench length in practice. Despite the differences, the key fact is that both approaches closely follow the same trench length pattern. In other words, both approaches demonstrate similar peaks and dips.

The third investigated indicator is the specific distribution grid cost in sub-areas. Comparing specific distribution grid costs is difficult as both approaches have different cost components and model inputs. Fig.
7 demonstrates the obtained specific distribution grid costs from both approaches. Here, the differences in absolute values (Fig. 7, left figure) are significant. In all sub-areas, the DHMIN model returns lower distribution grid costs. This is due to the fact that the DHMIN model assumes a constant heat delivery in the magnitude of approximately 62% of the heat demand in sub-areas over the lifetime of the distribution grid, while the approach based on the effective width considers evolving DH market share starting at 16% of the heat demand in sub-areas.

To facilitate the comparison, the result of each approach is normalised to its average value (Fig. 7, right figure). As it can be seen, both approaches are closely following the same pattern. It can be inferred that the characteristics influencing the specific distribution grid in sub-areas are reflected and followed in both models.
5. Limitations and Discussion of Results

The limitations of each approach have been mentioned in their reference papers [10, 17] and will be discussed further here. The formula of the effective width has been obtained through interpolation on the empirical data of the existing DH system [1]. The mixture of the DH generation available in the empirical dataset may lead to better modelling of DH grid costs for a certain DH generation compared to other ones. Moreover, the DH system supply temperature is not addressed directly by the approach, as it is encapsulated in the empirical data sets.

The interpolation on the empirical data set gives effective width values that can lead to overestimating the DH distribution grid costs in certain cases, while others might be underestimated. This aspect has been addressed in the revised approach [14] by putting the effective width line below the values obtained for each sample DH network. Although the obtained costs in this manner lead to a conservative estimation, it can be argued that the obtained potential DH areas based on overestimated costs are highly reliable.

Despite the limitations, the approach has great benefits. First of all, the methodology is transparent and replicable. It is, therefore, possible to calculate a new formulation of the effective width with another set of DH network data and plot ratios. Once the formulation of effective width is available, no further data on the DH grid is required. Additionally, for the calculation of the DH distribution grid, only two data sets are required: The heat demand density map and the plot ratio map, both of which can be found from open-source data sources. Finally, the low computation time required by the approach can be highlighted as one of its main advantages.

Compared to the effective approach, DHMIN models the DH grid with more details. The additional level of details is accompanied by the need for additional data, assumptions and simplifications. DHMIN does not model fluid dynamics. Thermal losses are modelled in a simplified manner. The relation between pipe dimensions and pipe properties like thermal losses, transfer capacity and specific costs are provided in a generic manner within built-in functions. However, if generic functions do not fit a certain case study, the user should revise them.

DHMIN considers one supply temperature for the whole DH system. The supply-side and temporal aspects are modelled weakly. Although it is possible to do redundancy studies with it, the model is not suitable for unit commitment calculations. Furthermore, inter-temporal optimisation for investment decisions is not supported by DHMIN, as it provides the optimal solution for target system configurations. Furthermore, identifying the ideal technology investment pathways to reach the optimal target configurations is not covered [17]. Due to the optimisation nature of the model, solving
large scale problems (>20,000 street segments) requires long CPU time and commercial solvers.

Despite the limitations, DHMIN has great advantages. The model is written in Python and has an open-source license (GNU GPLv3) permitting redistribution and modification. Spatial aspects are modelled with great detail, which was also relevant for the comparison purposes followed in this paper. The libraries used in the model allow the integration of various open-source and commercial optimisation solvers. The numerous components of the model and built-in functions give the possibility to improve the model where additional data is available. Furthermore, DHMIN allows modelling of existing DH pipelines or imposing pipe construction at certain routes.

Regardless of the approach, the input parameters and cost components should be tuned anyway to get reliable results on DH potential and costs for a given case study. The evolution of the gross floor areas should also be a focus of future studies. The identification of potential DH areas can be done with low CPU time using the effective width concept as well as constraints named in section 2.1. This could be very useful for large-scale case studies. DHMIN, on the other hand, provides higher spatial details and additional outputs at the cost of higher CPU time. Besides the CPU time, the availability of input data could be decisive. The approach based on the effective width concept is less data-intensive and might be preferred in case of data availability. The data preparation and model setup for running the DHMIN model requires more effort.

Depending on the use case and required level of details, one approach might be preferred to the other one. It is also possible to combine both approaches, where the potential DH areas are obtained based on the suggested approach in section 2.1, and detailed spatial analyses within coherent areas are done using DHMIN. In this case, more data is required, and preparatory steps are bound with more effort than applying only one approach.

Considering the limitations, it should be noted that both approaches are suitable for the pre-feasibility studies. To compare the behaviour of approaches, it was necessary to look at different heat demand levels and the size of coherent areas. This was done by comparing results in the sub-areas. Both approaches follow similar patterns in the case of DH potential and trench length. With regards to the differences of both methods, it can be concluded that both methods confirm the results of each other with an acceptable approximation.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, two approaches for calculating DH distribution grid costs were compared with each other. The first approach was based on the effective width concept. The second approach, on the other hand, was based on a detailed optimisation model. It should be emphasised that the goal of comparisons was not to identify the better approach; but rather to understand the challenges of using each of the two approaches, their strengths and weaknesses. For the comparison, three indicators were investigated: achieved DH potential, trench length and specific distribution grid costs.

Although both approaches provide different values for studied indicators in absolute terms, the comparisons revealed that they demonstrate and follow similar patterns in different sub-areas. Regardless of the approach, to get reliable results for a given case study, the input parameters and cost components should be tuned anyway to that case study.

Depending on data availability, one may prefer one approach to the other one. The approach based on the effective width concept is more suitable for cases with limited data availability. It might be preferred for calculation on a large area as it does not need any optimisation or complex calculation. It is also possible to model an evolving market share through the investment period. To obtain reliable results from the approach based on the effective width concept, besides tuning the cost components for a case study, it is also important to perform some sort of filtration of the potential DH area. Where detailed data is available, the DHMIN model can provide relatively detailed results. The DHMIN model requires no filtration of areas. Running the DHMIN model for a large area, however, requires additional effort for data preparation and model setup. The CPU time for solving the optimisation problem could increase as the case study becomes larger.
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